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From: Amanda Baird
To: Amie Grierson
Subject: RE: Talking points on Facebook investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Date: Monday, 9 April 2018 4:32:00 PM
Attachments: Facebook talking points 9 April 2018.docx

Hi Amie
 
I’ve just updated these again – can you have a look before I send to Sarah C? I’ve reviewed
whether anything was confidential - everything in the talking points has also been reported in
the media, either in Facebook statements or in the NY Times.
 
Thanks, Amanda
 

From: Amie Grierson 
Sent: Monday, 9 April 2018 1:44 PM
To: Amanda Baird <amanda.baird@oaic.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Talking points on Facebook investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
 
Can you go through and check that nothing in this discloses anything advised to us by Facebook
in confidence.
 
I think it looks fine. Might have one more look before managers.
 

From: Amanda Baird 
Sent: Monday, 9 April 2018 1:40 PM
To: Amie Grierson <amie.grierson@oaic.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Talking points on Facebook investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
 
Hi Amie
 
This is what we put together – can you let me know if you think we should add anything else?
 
Thanks, Amanda
 

From: Amie Grierson 
Sent: Monday, 9 April 2018 12:47 PM
To: Amanda Baird <amanda.baird@oaic.gov.au>
Subject: FW: Talking points on Facebook investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
 
I’m really sorry, I just saw this, and realised that is what you were referring to this morning. This
one slipped past me. Are you okay on this, or do you want my assistance? If we need to
postpone directors we can, although this seems like we can keep it pretty brief.

Thanks,

Amie
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OAIC TPs – Facebook and Cambridge Analytica



Background 

· In 2013, a Cambridge University researcher published a personality quiz app on Facebook, which was installed by approximately 270,000 users.

· The app reportedly advised users that information collected by the app would be used for research. Because of Facebook’s policies at the time, the app was also able to collect profile information of these individuals’ friend lists, where their privacy settings permitted this.

· Facebook has since advised that the researcher, Dr Kogan, disclosed the Facebook profile information he had collected to Cambridge Analytica, a data analytics firm.

· Facebook has advised that once it became aware of the disclosure to Cambridge Analytica, it removed the app’s access to Facebook data and requested certification from Cambridge Analytica that it had deleted the data.

· On 17 March 2018, media articles reported that Cambridge Analytica had not deleted the data, and had allegedly used the data to create psychographic profiles based on page ‘likes’ to assist in targeted political advertising.

· On 4 April 2018 Facebook confirmed that the personal information of up to 311,127 individuals in Australia was harvested by the app and disclosed to Cambridge Analytica. Globally, Facebook estimated that up to 80 million individuals may have had their information collected by Cambridge Analytica.

Key requirements for entities

· This incident raises issues about Facebook’s compliance with the requirements of the Privacy Act prior to amendments to the Act in 2014, as well as Facebook’s compliance with the current Australian Privacy Principles.  

· Currently, organisations are required to take reasonable steps to protect the personal information they hold from misuse, interference and loss; and from unauthorised access, modification or disclosure.

· The Privacy Act also requires that individuals are adequately notified about the collection and handling of their personal information.

· Organisations should regularly and proactively assess their information-handling practices to ensure that they are both compliant with privacy laws and in keeping with community expectations.

What is the OAIC doing?

· On 17 March 2018 the OAIC became aware of media reports regarding Facebook and Cambridge Analytica.

· On 20 March 2018 the OAIC began conducting preliminary inquiries with Facebook about the incident.

· On 5 April 2018 the Australian Information Commissioner opened an investigation into Facebook.

· The OAIC is in contact with international data protection authorities who are also investigating Facebook’s data handling practices in their own jurisdictions. 

Impact on Australian public

· If anyone has concerns about how their personal information has been collected or managed they can, in the first instance, contact Facebook directly and if not satisfied with their response they can contact the OAIC.







From: Sarah Harmelink 
Sent: Friday, 6 April 2018 4:14 PM
To: Amanda Baird <amanda.baird@oaic.gov.au>
Cc: Amie Grierson <amie.grierson@oaic.gov.au>; Andrew Solomon
<andrew.solomon@oaic.gov.au>; Sarah Croxall <sarah.croxall@oaic.gov.au>
Subject: Talking points on Facebook investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
 
Hi Amanda,
 
Ahead of Angelene doing some media next week I’m hoping you can draft up some talking points
for her background on the Facebook investigation.
 
Attached is a template for TPs but happy to chat though and can alter as needed.
 
I’m sorry for the tight turnaround on this, but it would be great to have this by Monday
afternoon.
 
With thanks,
Sarah
 
Sarah Harmelink | Assistant Director | Strategic Communications & Coordination
Office of the Australian Information Commissioner
Level 3, 175 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2001
GPO Box 5218 SYDNEY NSW 2001 | www.oaic.gov.au
Phone +61 2 9284 9761 | Sarah.Harmelink@oaic.gov.au
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OAIC TPs – Facebook and Cambridge Analytica 

 

Background  

• In 2013, a Cambridge University researcher published a personality quiz 
app on Facebook, which was installed by approximately 270,000 users. 

• The app reportedly advised users that information collected by the app 
would be used for research. Because of Facebook’s policies at the time, 
the app was also able to collect profile information of these individuals’ 
friend lists, where their privacy settings permitted this. 

• Facebook has since advised that the researcher, Dr Kogan, disclosed the 
Facebook profile information he had collected to Cambridge Analytica, a 
data analytics firm. 

• Facebook has advised that once it became aware of the disclosure to 
Cambridge Analytica, it removed the app’s access to Facebook data and 
requested certification from Cambridge Analytica that it had deleted the 
data. 

• On 17 March 2018, media articles reported that Cambridge Analytica 
had not deleted the data, and had allegedly used the data to create 
psychographic profiles based on page ‘likes’ to assist in targeted political 
advertising. 

• On 4 April 2018 Facebook confirmed that the personal information of up 
to 311,127 individuals in Australia was harvested by the app and 
disclosed to Cambridge Analytica. Globally, Facebook estimated that up 
to 80 million individuals may have had their information collected by 
Cambridge Analytica. 

Key requirements for entities 

• This incident raises issues about Facebook’s compliance with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act prior to amendments to the Act in 2014, 
as well as Facebook’s compliance with the current Australian Privacy 
Principles.   

• Currently, organisations are required to take reasonable steps to protect 
the personal information they hold from misuse, interference and loss; 
and from unauthorised access, modification or disclosure. 

• The Privacy Act also requires that individuals are adequately notified 
about the collection and handling of their personal information. 
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• Organisations should regularly and proactively assess their information-
handling practices to ensure that they are both compliant with privacy 
laws and in keeping with community expectations. 

What is the OAIC doing? 

• On 17 March 2018 the OAIC became aware of media reports regarding 
Facebook and Cambridge Analytica. 

• On 20 March 2018 the OAIC began conducting preliminary inquiries with 
Facebook about the incident. 

• On 5 April 2018 the Australian Information Commissioner opened an 
investigation into Facebook. 

• The OAIC is in contact with international data protection authorities who 
are also investigating Facebook’s data handling practices in their own 
jurisdictions.  

Impact on Australian public 

• If anyone has concerns about how their personal information has been 
collected or managed they can, in the first instance, contact Facebook 
directly and if not satisfied with their response they can contact the 
OAIC. 
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	3. Fwd_ Facebook - Response to letter of 7 June 2018 - Confidential [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 
	3A. Australia - OAIC - 6_7_2018 Request - Response Strateg
	Section 1: Details of the Incident
	Q. 1 - Provide a chronology of the incident, including the dates on which:
	a) Dr Kogan’s app, ‘thisisyourdigitallife’ (the App), was approved to access, use or otherwise deal with information held by Facebook;
	b)  the App began collecting information from Facebook;
	c) the App disclosed information to third parties, including SCL Group/Cambridge Analytica;
	d) Facebook learned of the disclosure(s) at Question 1(c) above;
	e) the App’s access to information from Facebook was terminated.
	Q. 2 - In relation to the App, advise:
	Q. 3 - Facebook’s response of 28 March 2018 indicated 247 individuals in Australia installed the App. Facebook’s response of 6 April 2018 advised 53 individuals in Australia installed the App. To resolve this discrepancy, confirm:
	Q. 4 - Describe the types and sources of data Facebook collects and holds about its users in Australia.
	Q. 5 - Specify the activities and businesses Facebook conducts in Australia. Provide a chart specifying all entities associated with, or related to, Facebook or its parent involved in the carrying on those activities or businesses and their relationsh...

	Section 2: App 1 - Open and transparent management of personal information
	Q. 6 - Provide a copy of Facebook’s Data Policy and Terms of Service (and any relevant iterations) as they were at the time when: (a) the App was approved to access, use, or otherwise deal with information held by Facebook; (b) the App was active on t...
	Please refer to our response to Question 2 and Annexes 2-7.
	Q. 7 - Where were the policies located at all relevant times?
	Q. 8 - How and when were individuals notified of the existence of the policies and of any updates? Provide an image of how this would have appeared to the individuals on all relevant platforms (such as, mobile and desktop).
	Q. 9 - What practices, procedures or systems did Facebook have in place during the period of the App’s operation to ensure that the personal information it held, or holds, was handled in accordance with the APPs and related privacy obligations? Provid...
	Q. 10 - What training, if any, did Facebook provide to its staff in relation to the Privacy Act prior to this incident? In the response, confirm:
	Q. 11 - For the period when the App was active on the Facebook platform, for what purpose did Facebook:
	Q. 12 - Having regard to APP 3.3 and NPP 10.1, how does Facebook obtain individuals’ consent to collect ‘sensitive information’ about them? Provide a detailed response with respect to:
	Q. 13 - What steps did Facebook take to ensure its collection of the personal information of Installers and their Friends was fair for the purposes of NPP 1.2 and APP 3.5?
	Q. 14 - What permissions did the App request of Installers of the App? Provide an image of how this would have appeared to individuals on all relevant platforms (such as mobile and desktop).
	Q. 15 - Did Facebook require the App to notify Installers of how their personal information, and/or the personal information of their Friends, would be used and disclosed?
	Q. 16 - What notice did Facebook provide to Installers about how their personal information would or could be accessed, used, disclosed, or otherwise handled by the App?
	Q. 17 - In relation to individuals who did not install the App but had their information accessed by the App (for example, Friends), how did Facebook ensure that these individuals were aware that their personal information would or could be accessed, ...
	Q. 18 - At the relevant times of the App’s operation, were there steps available to individuals who did not install the App to allow them to choose not to have their personal information disclosed to the App (for example, as a result of them being a F...
	Q. 19 - What information held by Facebook did the App access, use, or otherwise deal with? In the response, provide a full description of:
	Q. 20 - For what purpose did Facebook disclose to the App the personal information of:
	Q. 21 - In relation to the Installer’s Friends or associated accounts, and with respect to NPP 2.1 and APP 6.1, on what basis did Facebook disclose their personal information to the App?
	Q. 22 - Further to Question 20 above, if Facebook had these individuals’ consent to disclose their personal information to the App:
	Q. 23 - Facebook has stated that, from 30 April 2014, it changed its developer platform to restrict an app developer from accessing the personal information of an app user’s ‘Friends’ or associated accounts.
	Q. 24 - Specify the nature and timing of the steps that Facebook has taken (including technical measures and protections, relevant policies or procedures), in relation to the personal information of Australians that it holds or has access to, to preve...
	Q. 25 - Provide a copy of Dr Kogan’s application, if any, to be granted access to use Facebook Login for his App. Describe the process, if any, of reviewing Dr Kogan’s application. On what basis was Dr Kogan’s application approved?
	Q. 26 - Dr Kogan appears to have claimed that in 2014, he notified Facebook of his intention to use the Facebook data collected through the App for commercial purposes. Did the Terms for the App change in 2014? If so:
	Q. 27 - Provide copies of any communications passing between Facebook and Dr Kogan, or the representatives of either, since 1 January 2014.
	Q. 30 - Did Facebook request a copy of the Facebook data disclosed to Cambridge Analytica and other entities? If not, explain why.
	Q. 31 - Provide any evidence relied on by Facebook to demonstrate why Facebook believed that the personal information disclosed by Dr Kogan to Cambridge Analytica and other entities was destroyed by these entities. In Facebook’s response, include:
	Q. 32 - With regard to the technical measures Facebook may have had in place during the relevant period to protect the personal information of its users from misuse, interference and unauthorised access and disclosure, identify those that applied to t...
	Q. 33 - On 21 March 2018 Facebook stated it will investigate all apps that had access to large amounts of personal information before the platform changes in 2014. In a recent Newsroom post, Facebook stated that it had suspended around 200 apps ‘pendi...
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	Background – Facebook platform
	Facebook entities
	The Facebook platform
	4.1. A ‘user’ registers to participate on the Facebook platform. They do this by creating a user account, or ‘profile’.
	4.2. To create a profile, a user must supply personal information about themselves to Facebook, including their real name, their date of birth and an email address. The user also creates a password to maintain the security of their account.
	4.3. During the account creation process, a user is asked to agree to Facebook’s terms and conditions for using the Facebook platform. The process varied over time.
	4.4. Once a user account/profile is established, the user can further personalise their profile by adding additional personal information about themselves. This may include place of birth, place of residence, occupation, and images depicting the user.

	5. In order to operate the Facebook platform, Facebook holds personal information about users. That personal information includes:
	5.1. personal information that the user provides to Facebook (either as part of a registration process, or in the course of using the Facebook platform)
	5.2. metadata concerning users (for example, a log of the instances when an individual interacts with the Facebook platform).

	6. Globally, there were:0F
	6.1. 1.49 billion daily active users on average for September 2018; and
	6.2. 2.27 billion monthly active users on Facebook as of 30 September 2018.
	Facebook’s user policies
	12.1. Between 12 March 2014 and 29 January 2015, the data policy comprised over 9,000 words and almost 15 A4 pages when printed;
	12.2. Between 30 January 2015 and 28 September 2016, the data policy comprised five pages when printed;
	12.3. Between 29 September 2016 and 18 April 2018, the data policy comprised seven pages when printed; and
	12.4. Between 19 April 2018 and 6 November 2018, the data policy comprised 11 pages when printed.
	Graph API and third party applications
	Apps accessed through the Facebook platform
	Facebook Login
	Graph API versions

	25.1. Version 1 was in place from May 2007 to April 2015.
	25.2. Version 2 was in place from May 2014 and continues until early 2020.
	25.3. Version 3 was announced in May 2018.
	Rules for app developers

	27.1. have a privacy policy with a URL accessible via the app.2F
	27.2. only request the login data and publishing permissions needed to operate the app.3F
	27.3. only use a friend’s data in the context of the user’s experience in the app.4F

	Background - Cambridge Analytica
	Preliminary inquiries
	Commissioner Initiated Investigation (CII)
	Facebook letter dated 6 July 2018
	Further correspondence to Facebook

	Investigations in other jurisdictions
	UK Information Commissioner’s Office
	Irish Data Protection Commissioner
	Proceedings in the District of Columbia

	Other material

	Legal issues
	The proper respondents
	Potential Contraventions and penalty
	Evidence
	The Commonwealth’s obligation to act as a model litigant
	Directions on engagement of counsel
	Out of chamber and cancellation fees

	Bankruptcy of counsel
	Australian Taxation Office
	Security arrangements for client information
	Note on Public interest immunity
	Note on Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987
	Note on Suppression Orders

	Appendix B:  The commonwealth’s obligation to act as a model litigant
	The obligation
	Nature of the obligation
	Merits review proceedings
	Alternative dispute resolution

	Public Interest Immunity
	Summary of Aspects of Section 16

	8 Facebook - extra issues for proceedings - other regulatory interest
	Facebook issues for consideration in Commissioner initiated investigation CII18/00003

	9 2019-04 Draft statement of claim - Emma Bathurst edits
	Parties
	1. The Applicant (the Commissioner):
	1.1. is the Australian Information Commissioner appointed under s 14 of the Australian Information Commissioner Act 2010 (Cth) (the Australian Information Commissioner Act); and
	1.2. is the Head of the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner, a statutory agency established under s 5 of the Australian Information Commissioner Act.

	2. The Commissioner’s functions are prescribed by Division 3 of the Australian Information Commissioner Act and include the “privacy functions” as defined in s 9 of that statute.
	Particulars
	i. The privacy functions are functions conferred on the Commissioner by an Act (or an instrument under an Act), if the functions (a) relate to the privacy of an individual; and (b) are not freedom of information functions.
	ii. Division 2 of Part IV of the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (the Privacy Act) confer privacy functions on the Commissioner.  In particular, under s 27(a) of the Privacy Act, the Commissioner has the functions that are conferred on her by or under that sta...
	3. The Commissioner may apply to the Federal Court of Australia for an order that an entity, that is alleged to have contravened a civil penalty provision under the Privacy Act, pay the Commonwealth a pecuniary penalty.
	Particulars
	i. Privacy Act, s 80W.
	4. At all material times, the first respondent, Facebook Inc:
	4.1. was a corporation incorporated in Delaware, United States of America and capable of being sued;
	4.2. was the parent company of a group of companies (Facebook or the Facebook Group) of which the second respondent (Facebook Ireland) is and was a member;
	4.3. was the ultimate owner of Facebook Ireland;
	4.4. was engaged in the business of supplying social network services through the operation of its website, www.facebook.com (the Facebook Website), and associated mobile device applications, which allowed users who created an account with the Faceboo...
	4.5. from 14 July 2018, was responsible for providing the Facebook Website, and its associated mobile device applications, to users of the website and associated mobile device applications in Australia;
	4.6. was an organisation that had an Australian link within the meaning of s 5B of the Privacy Act because it was and is carrying on a business in Australia ; and
	4.7. was an entity and an APP entity within the meaning of the Privacy Act.

	5. At all material times, the second respondent, Facebook Ireland:
	5.1. was a corporation incorporated in Ireland and capable of being sued;
	5.2. was a wholly owned subsidiary of Facebook Inc;
	5.3. between 12 March 2014 to 13 July 2018:
	5.3.1. provided the Facebook Website and associated mobile device applications to Users and associated mobile device applications located in Australia; and
	5.3.2. was an organisation that had an Australian link within the meaning of s 5B of the Privacy Act because it was carrying on a business in Australia and collects personal information from Australia; and

	5.4. was an entity and an APP entity within the meaning of the Privacy Act;

	6. The allegations made at paragraphs 7 to 47 below relate to the period 12 March 2014 to 5 November 2018 (the Relevant Period) unless otherwise indicated.
	Registration for the Facebook Website

	7. An individual could register to become a User of the Facebook Website by creating a User account or “profile” (Account), which, inter alia, involved the person:
	7.1. being required to supplying personal information including their name, date of birth and an email address or since [date], a mobile phone number;
	7.2. optionally supplying other personal information to Facebook, including the person’s hometown, educational history, work experience, relationship status, occupation, political and religious views, and personal photographs;
	7.3. choosing their interests;
	7.4. uploading a profile picture;
	7.5. creating a password to maintain the security of the Account; and
	7.6. in the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018:
	7.6.1. accepting to Facebook’s Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, as described in paragraphs 12 to 14 below; and
	7.6.2. agreeing that they had read Facebook’s Data Policy, as described in paragraphs 15 to 17 below.

	7.7. in the period 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018:
	7.7.1. accepting to Facebook’s Terms of Service, as described in paragraphs 18 to 20 below; and
	7.7.2. accepting or agreeing to Facebook’s Data Policy, as described in paragraphs 21 to 23 below.


	8. During the Relevant Period, approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia registered Accounts with the Facebook Website.
	Features of the Facebook Website

	9. Upon creation of an Account as described in paragraph 7 above, in the period 12 March 2014 to 5 November 2018, Users of the Facebook Website and associated mobile device applications were able to, inter alia:
	9.1. search for other Users;
	9.2. request other Users to establish a connection with them on the Facebook Website which, if accepted, allowed the Users to become “Friends”;
	9.3. create and “post” content on the Facebook Website where:
	9.3.1. a post could take the form of, inter alia, freeform text, photographs, videos, ‘check-ins’ (indicating where they are geographically at a particular time), links to websites (such as news articles on news websites);
	9.3.2. the User was able to choose the breadth of the audience to whom that post was visible, such that a User could choose to make the post:
	9.3.2.1. “public” (viewable to all Users of the Facebook Website);
	9.3.2.2. visible only to the User’s Friends;
	9.3.2.3. visible to Friends and also Friends of those Friends; or
	9.3.2.4. from [date], visible to specific Friends selected by the User;


	9.4. interact with the other Users’ posts, including by:
	9.4.1. “liking” the post by clicking an icon next to it signifying their appreciation of it;
	9.4.2. “commenting” on the post in a freeform text box appearing below the post, where such comments were viewable by other Users viewing the original post (regardless of whether they were Friends with the User who posts the comment); and
	9.4.3. “liking” and “commenting” on comments beneath an original post in the same way as described in subparagraph 9.4.2 above.


	10. The information that a User supplied to the Facebook Website in registering for an Account as pleaded at paragraph 7 above and using that Account in the manner pleaded in paragraph 9 above was “personal information” as that term is defined under t...
	Particulars
	i. “Personal information” was defined in s 6 of the Privacy Act as information or an opinion about an identified individual, or an individual who is reasonably identifiable: (a) whether the information or opinion is true or not; and (b) whether the in...
	11. During the Relevant Period:
	11.1. a User’s first name and surname, as well as any profile picture and/or or  cover photo always remained “public”;
	11.2. the visibility of all other information provided by a User to the Facebook Website remained within the User’s discretion such that the User could choose to make that information:
	11.2.1.1. “public” (viewable to all users of the Facebook Website);
	11.2.1.2. visible only to the User’s Friends;
	11.2.1.3. visible to Friends and also Friends of those Friends; or
	11.2.1.4. from [date], visible to specific Friends selected by the User;

	11.3. where the User did not exercise their discretion to determine the visibility of information provided by the user to the Facebook Website (as pleaded in subparagraph 11.2 above), that information defaulted to being “public”, that is viewable to a...
	Facebook’s Terms of Service and Data Policies

	12. During the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, in registering for an Account, a User was required to accept the Facebook Website’s Terms of Service (Statement of Rights and Responsibilities) (Statement of Rights and Responsibilities) which prov...
	12.1. that, subject to a User’s privacy and application settings, the User granted Facebook a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any content that the User posted on or in connection with the Facebook We...
	12.2. that when a User used third-party applications, game or website integrated with the Facebook Website (together apps), the apps might ask for the User’s permission to access the User’s content and information as well as content and information th...
	12.3. that Facebook required apps to respect the User’s privacy, and the User’s agreement with that app would control how the app could use, store, and transfer that content and information.
	Particulars

	i. During the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, there were [insert number] of iterations of the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, all of which contained terms to the effect of those pleaded in this paragraph. [Confirm]
	13. The Statement of Rights and Responsibilities referred to in paragraph 12 above was not set out on the registration page of the Facebook Website in that:
	13.1. if an individual registering for an Account wished to view and read the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, that person had to click on a link which took the person to a separate page displaying the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities;
	13.2. an individual registering for an Account could complete the registration process, and accept the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities without clicking on the link referred to in paragraph 13.1 above.

	14. During the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, an individual could not register for an Account with the Facebook Website and become a User unless that person accepted or agreed to the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities referred to in para...
	Data Use Policy
	15. During the period 12 March 2014 and 18 April 2018, in registering for an Account, an individual was required to agree that they had read the Facebook Data Policy which provided, inter alia:
	15.1. that the “Facebook Platform Policy” referred to the way in which Facebook helped a User share their personal information with the apps that the User and the User’s Friends’ used;
	15.2. that if a User chose to make their personal information “public”, that information would be accessible to all apps the User and their Friends used;
	15.3. that if a User chose to connect with a app, Facebook would give the app:
	15.3.1. the User’s “public profile” information being the User ID and “public” information;
	15.3.2. the User’s Friend List;

	15.4. that the “apps you use” setting on the Facebook Website allowed the User to:
	15.4.1. control the apps that the User used;
	15.4.2. see the permissions the User had given to those apps;
	15.4.3. remove the apps the User no longer wanted; or
	15.4.4. turn off all apps;

	15.5. that the User could control most of the information other Users shared about the User with the apps that those other Users use from the “Ads, apps and Websites” settings page.

	Particulars
	i. During the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, there were [insert number] of iterations of the Facebook Data Policy, all of which contained terms to the effect of those pleaded in this paragraph. [Confirm]
	ii. During the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, the text of the Facebook Data Policy varied such that:
	A. between 12 March 2014 and 29 January 2015, the Data Policy comprised over 9,000 words and almost 15 A4 pages when printed; and
	B. between 30 January 2015 and 28 September 2016, the Data Policy comprised five pages when printed; and
	C. between 29 September 2016 and 18 April 2018, the Data Policy comprised seven pages when printed.
	16. The Facebook Data Policy referred to in paragraph 15 above was not set out on the registration page of the Facebook Website in that:
	16.1. if an individual registering for an Account wished to view and read the Facebook Data Policy, that person had to click on a link which took the person to a separate page displaying the Facebook Data Policy; and
	16.2. an individual registering for an Account could complete the registration process, and agree that they had read the Data Policy without clicking on the link referred to in paragraph 16.1 above.

	17. From 12 March 2014 – 18 April 2018, An individuals could not register for an Account with the Facebook Website and become a User unless that individual agreed that they had read the Data Policy referred to in paragraph 15 above.
	19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018
	Terms of Service

	18. From 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018, in registering for an Account, an individual was required to accept Facebook’s Terms of Service which, inter alia:
	18.1. in paragraph 1, described the Products and services offered to Users;
	18.2. in paragraph 3, set out certain commitments that Users needed to make which included:
	18.2.1. a commitment that the User “use the same name that your use in everyday life” and “provide accurate information about yourself”;
	18.2.2. giving permission to Facebook to:
	18.2.2.1. use content the User created and shared;
	18.2.2.2. use the User’s name, profile picture and information about the User’s actions with advertisements and sponsored content; and
	18.2.2.3. update software the User uses or downloads;

	18.2.3. stated that to provide the services and Products set out in paragraph 1, Facebook “must collect and use your personal data”;
	18.2.4. stated that Facebook’s “practices” were detailed in the Data Policy;
	18.2.5. stated that a User was required to agree to the Data Policy in order to use the Products; and
	18.2.6. state that Facebook encouraged Users to review the privacy choices they had in their settings;

	Particulars

	i. The Terms of Service provided a link to a definition of the Facebook Products which included the Facebook Website and its associated mobile device applications.
	19. The Terms of Service referred to in paragraph 18 above were not set out on the registration page on the Facebook Website in that:
	19.1. if an individual registering for an Account wished to view and read the Terms of Service, that person had to click on a link which took the person to a separate page displaying the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities;
	19.2. an individual registering for an Account could complete the registration process, and accept the Terms of Service without clicking on the link referred to in paragraph 19.1 above.

	20. A person could not register for an Account and become a User unless that person accepted the Terms of Service referred to in paragraph 18 above.
	Data Use Policy
	21. During the period 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018, in registering for an Account, a User was required to accept Facebook’s Data Policy which described, inter alia:
	21.1. that Facebook collected:
	21.1.1. the content, communications and other information the User provided when using the Facebook Website and associated applications (Products), including when the User signed up for an account, created or shared content, and messaged or communicat...
	21.1.2. information about the people, pages, account, hashtags and groups the User was connected to and how the User interacted with them across the Products;
	21.1.3. how the User used the Products, such as the types of content the User engaged with, the features of the Products the User used, the actions the User took, the people or accounts the User interacted with, and the time, frequency and duration of...
	21.1.4. information about transactions made on the Products; and
	21.1.5. things other Users did and information other Users provided about the User;

	21.2. that Facebook obtained information from the devices that the User used to integrate with the Products including device attributes, device operations, identifiers, device signals, data from device settings, network and connections and cookie data;
	21.3. that Facebook obtained information from “partners” such as advertisers, application developers and publishers;
	21.4. that Facebook used the information referred to in paragraphs 21.1 to 21.3 above to:
	21.4.1. provide, personalise and improve the Products;
	21.4.2. provide measurement, analytics and other business services;
	21.4.3. promote safety, integrity and security;
	21.4.4. to communicate with the User; and
	21.4.5. to research and innovate for social good;

	21.5. how the information received by Facebook as referred to in paragraphs 21.1 to 21.3 above was shared with others, including how it was shared when the User chose to use third-party applications, websites or other services that used or were integr...
	21.6. how Facebook shared infrastructure, systems and technology and transferred data as part of their “global services”;
	21.7. how Users could manage or delete information about themselves;
	21.8. how Users would be notified of changes to the Facebook Data Policy; and
	21.9. how Users could contact Facebook with questions.

	22. The Data Policy referred to in paragraph 21 above, was not set out on the registration page of the Facebook Website in that:
	22.1. if an individual registering for an Account wished to view and read the Facebook Data Policy, that person had to click on a link which took the person to a separate page displaying the Facebook Data Policy;
	22.2. an individual registering for an Account could complete the registration process, and accept the terms of the Facebook Data Policy without clicking on the link referred to in paragraph 22.1 above.

	23. An individual could not register for an Account with the Facebook Website and become a User unless that individual agreed that they had read the Data Policy referred to in paragraph 12 above.
	Existing Users
	24. On or around the beginning of May 2018, Users who had registered for an Account prior to 19 April 2018 were notified:
	24.1. of the updated Terms of Service referred to in paragraph 18 above, including that a User was required to agree to the Facebook Data Policy to use the Products as pleaded in paragraph 18.2.5 above;
	24.2. that those updated Terms of Service would apply to them on and from 14 July 2018; and
	24.3. that by continuing to use their Account on or after 14 July 2019, they were taken to have accepted the updated Terms of Service and Facebook Data Policy.
	Particulars

	i. In May 2018, Users were notified of the updated Terms of Service and Data Policy as part of a “Global Privacy Experience” which included:
	A. the publication of a series of “newsroom” posts about the updated Terms of Service and Data Policy;
	B. the sending to Users of emails and SMS (if available) about the updated Terms of Service and Data Policy;
	C. a notice appearing up the top of the Users’ News Feeds asking the Users to review and accept the updated Terms of Service and Data Policy;
	D. a further “megaphone” notice at the top of Users’ News Feed if, after several weeks from the beginning of May 2018, the User did not review the updated Terms of Service and confirm their acceptance of and agreement to them.
	Privacy Tour
	25. Upon registering for an Account as pleaded in paragraph 7 above, a new User was given the option of completing a “Privacy Tour” such that on the registration page if the User elected to take the “Privacy Tour”:
	25.1. a lightbox would pop up on the User’s computer or mobile device screen; and
	25.2. the lightbox would present to the User three or four slides on how to customise certain of their certain  privacy settings for their Account including:
	25.2.1.1. how to use the “tag” button and review “tags”;
	25.2.1.2. how to add a location to a “post” and turn on and off that feature;
	25.2.1.3. how to manage which other Users could see and comment on posts the User shared;
	25.2.1.4. how to control “who can access what, including what info your Friends and others can bring with them in the apps and websites they use”;
	25.2.1.5. how to access a User’s “Privacy Shortcuts”.
	Particulars


	i. The form and content of the Privacy Tour varied over the Relevant Period.
	ii. Further particulars of the different versions of the Privacy Tour will be provided upon discovery and with the Commissioner’s evidence.
	26. A User could not modify their Account’s privacy settings as part of the Privacy Tour.
	Modification of Users’ privacy settings

	27. After registration of an Account, Users were able to modify their Account’s privacy settings through the “privacy settings and tools” page accessed through a “settings” tab or icon on the Facebook Website.
	28. The “privacy settings and tools” page contained a settings control titled “Who can see my stuff?” where Users could select the privacy level for their posts and other Users’ posts in which they were tagged, such that those posts were either:
	28.1. "public" (viewable to all users of the Facebook Website);
	28.2. visible only to the User's Friends;
	28.3. visible to Friends and also Friends of those Friends; or
	28.4. from [date], visible to specific Friends selected by the User.

	29. If a User wished to modify the privacy settings for the User’s profile information (save for a User’s first name and surname, as well as any profile picture and/or or  cover photo which always remained “public” as pleaded in paragraph 11.1 above),...
	29.1. access the User’s “Profile” page;
	29.2. select the “About” tab; and
	29.3. adjust the default privacy setting (being “public”) for each piece of information contained in the User’s profile to either “Friends” or “Only Me”.

	30. If a User wished to modify the privacy settings for the User’s “Friend List”, a User could not do so via the “privacy settings and tools” page referred to in paragraph 28 above, and rather was required to:
	30.1. access the User’s “Profile” page;
	30.2. select the “Friends” tab; and
	30.3. select the “Manage” icon (indicated by the image of a pencil), and select “edit privacy”; and
	30.4. adjust the default privacy setting (being “public”) in respect of the “Friend List” to either to either “Friends” or “Only Me”.

	31. If a User wished to modify the privacy settings in respect information shared with third party apps integrated with the Facebook Website through the Facebook Platform and the Graph API (as explained in paragraphs 32 to 39 below), a User could not ...
	31.1. access the page on the Facebook Platform entitled “apps”;
	31.2. select a particular third-party application and:
	31.2.1. adjust “app visibility” from the default privacy setting (being “public”) to either “Friends” or “Only Me”; and/or
	31.2.2. adjust (by selecting or deselecting) the information that the User agreed to supply a third-party application, such information including the User’s profile, friend list and email address; or
	31.2.3. “remove” the third-party application so the application no longer would have access to the User’s personal information.

	The Facebook Platform and the Graph API

	32. During the Relevant Period, the  Facebook provided an integrated software environment or framework (the Facebook Platform) which allowed third-party apps to:
	32.1. create a link, or interface, between the app and Facebook’s “social graph”, being the network of connections through which Users communicated and shared information on the Facebook Website (the Graph Application Programming Interface or the Grap...
	32.2. by reason of this link or interface, interact with the Facebook Website and the information about Users collected by it.

	33. The Facebook Platform facilitated integration between the Facebook Website and apps in that it allowed:
	33.1. Users to access apps with their Account credentials (username and password) as described in paragraphs 36 to 39 below (Facebook Login); and
	33.2. apps to be launched and used by Users from within the Facebook Website.

	34. During the Relevant Period, there were three main versions of the Graph API being:
	34.1. version 1 which was in place from 21 April 2010 to 21 April 2015;
	34.2. version 2 which was in place from 30 April 2014 to 7 August 2017 to  5 November 2018; and
	34.3. version 3 which was in place from 1 May 2018 and remained in place as at 5 November 2018.
	Particulars
	There were various versions in place within each of the three versions in place during the Relevant Period being:

	i. version 1.0 which was in place from 21 April 2010 to 21 April 2015;
	ii. version 2.0 which was in place from April 30, 2014 to August 7, 2016;
	iii. version 2.1 which was in place from 7 August 2014 to 30 October 2016;
	iv. version 2.2 which was in place from 30 October 2014 to 25 March 2017;
	v. version 2.3 which was in place from 25 March 2015 to 8 July 2017;
	vi. version 2.4 which is was  in place from 8 July 2015 to 7 October 2017;
	vii. version 2.5 which was in place from 7 October 2015 to 12 April 2018;
	viii. version 2.6 which was in place from 12 April 2016 to 13 July 2018;
	ix. version 2.7 which was in place from 13 July 2016 to 5 October 2018;
	x. version 2.8 which was in place from 6 October 2106 and remained available  on 5 November 2018;
	xi. version 2.9 which was introduced on 18 April 2017 and remained available on 5 November 2018;
	xii. version 2.10 which was introduced on 18 July 2017 and remained available on 5 November 2018;
	xiii. version 2.11 which was introduced on 7 November 2017 and remained available on 5 November 2018;
	xiv. version 2.12 which was introduced on 30 January 2018 and remained available on 5 November 2018;
	xv. version 3.0 which was introduced on 1 May 2018 and remained available on 5 November 2018;
	xvi. version 3.1 which was introduced on 26 July 2018 and remained available on  5 November 2018; and
	xvii. version 3.2 which was introduced on 23 October 2108 and remained available on 5 November 2018.
	35. During:
	35.1. 2014, there were approximately 35.5 million apps;
	35.2. 2015, there were approximately 36.6 million apps;
	35.3.  2016, there were approximately 39 million apps;
	35.4. 2017 ,. there were approximately 41.8 million apps;
	35.5. 2018, there were approximately 40.4 million apps,
	that operated, or were eligible to operate, on the Facebook Platform and which used, or were eligible to use the Graph API.
	Facebook Login

	36. As pleaded in paragraph 33.1 above, Facebook Login allowed a User to utilise their Account credentials (user name and password) to log in directly to an app that operated on the Facebook Platform and used the Graph API.
	37. Where a User wished to register with and login to an app using Facebook Login, the User was required to:
	37.1. open the app;
	37.2. access the login page in respect of that app; and
	37.3. select a button called “sign in with Facebook” which caused a “pop-up” screen to open whereupon the User was required to authenticate their Facebook credentials (username and password).

	38. If a User authenticated their Facebook credentials through an app as pleaded in paragraph 37 above, a screen or page would appear on the app requesting permission from the User for the app to access (through the Facebook Platform and the Graph API...
	38.1. with respect to apps which accessed version 1 of the Graph API:
	38.1.1. the information of which the User’s permission was sought to access via a Permission Request included a User’s public profile, Friend list, email address, birthday, status updates, current city, photographs. religious or political views, relat...
	Particulars
	i. There were 64 Permission Requests which could be sought by apps which accessed version 1 of the Graph API, 24 of which were for Users’ Friends’ personal information.
	ii. Six of those Permission Requests were removed by Facebook during the time version 1 of the Graph API applied, being user_notes, friends_notes, user_questions, friends_questions, user_subscriptions and friends_subscriptions.
	38.1.2. the Permission Request:
	38.1.2.1. did not give the User the option to select which of their personal information that they had provided to the Facebook Website through their Account could be accessed by the app; and
	38.1.2.2. only gave the User the choice of disclosure of all or none of their personal information the subject of the Permission Request such that if the User did not agree to the disclosure of all of their personal information the subject of the Perm...


	38.2. with respect to the apps which accessed version 2 of the Graph API, the Permission Request:
	38.2.1. gave the User the option of disclosing certain nominated categories of information to the app; and
	38.2.2. allowed Users to edit the information they permitted be disclosed  provided by visiting a different screen or page.
	Particulars
	i. There were 58 Permission Requests which could be sought by apps which accessed version 21  of the Graph API, 21 of which were for Users’ Friends’ personal information.

	38.3. with respect to the apps which accessed version 3 of the Graph API, the Permission Request:
	38.3.1. [describe the scope of the Permission Request in respect of version 3 of the Graph API]
	Particulars
	i. There were [insert number] Permission Requests which could be sought by apps which accessed version 1 of the Graph API, none of which were for the information of Users’ Friends.


	39. If a User authorised a Permission Request as pleaded in paragraph 38 above:
	39.1. the server for the Facebook Website provided the app with an authorisation code or access token, there being a unique code for each User who authorised a Permission Request;
	39.2. the Developer could then enter the authorisation code or access token into the Graph API;
	39.3. upon doing so, the Developer of the app was able to make calls upon the information contained within a User’s Account to which the access token was linked;
	39.4. where a call was successful, the Facebook Website would disclose the information to the Developer of the app; and
	39.5. where a User edited the information within their Account that had previously been accessed by the Developer of the app as pleaded in subparagraphs 39.1 to 39.4 above, the Facebook Website would send a notification to the Developer of the modific...
	Policies binding Developers


	40. During the Relevant Period, Developers using the Facebook Platform and the Graph API were required to comply with all of Facebook’s policies including the:
	40.1. Statement of Rights and Responsibilities or Terms of Service (whichever applicable);
	40.2. Facebook Data Policy; and
	40.3. Facebook Platform Policy, certain terms of which are referred to in paragraph 41 below.

	41. Throughout the Relevant Period, the Facebook Platform Policy required Developers, inter alia:
	41.1. to provide a publicly available and easily accessible privacy policy that explained what information the Developer was collecting and how the Developer would use that data;
	41.2. to delete all of a User’s personal information that the Developer had received from the Facebook Website (through the Facebook Platform and by accessing the Graph API);
	41.3. to only use a User’s Friend’s information in the context of the User’s experience within in  the app;
	41.4. not to transfer information the Developer received the Facebook Website (through the Facebook Platform and by accessing the Graph API) to any advertising network, data broker or other advertising or monetisation-related service; and
	41.5. to request only the information and publishing permission the third-party app ro or website  needed.

	Particulars
	i. During the Relevant Period, there were [insert number] of iterations of the Facebook Platform Policy, all of which contained terms to the effect of those pleaded in this paragraph.
	Access by Developers to the Facebook Platform and the Graph API

	42. At all material times before version 2 of the Graph API was introduced by Facebook on 30 April 2014:
	42.1. any third-party application or website could access the Facebook Platform and the Graph API;
	42.2. Facebook did not have in place any procedures to approve an app’s access to the Facebook Platform and the Graph API; and
	42.3. Facebook relied on the Developer’s self-assessment that the app complied with Facebook’s policies and procedures including the terms of the Facebook Platform Policy as pleaded in paragraph 41 above.

	43. When version 2 of the Graph API was introduced, Facebook introduced a process (the App Review Process) in respect of apps where Developers sought Permission Requests from Users of information beyond Users’ :
	43.1. public profiles;
	43.2. email addresses; and
	43.3. Friend List (to the extent those Friends also used the app).

	44. The App Review Process was a manual review and approval process conducted by Facebook whereby apps seeking Permission Requests to obtain Users ’ personal information from the Facebook Platform and the Graph API beyond that information set out in p...
	44.1. the additional Permission Requests the app was seeking clearly improved Users’ experience of the app;
	44.2. the information gained from any additional Permission Requests was tied to a  direct use within the app;
	44.3. the app only made additional Permission Requests in respect of information it really needed;
	44.4. the app made proper use of any “write” Permission Requests, that is Permission Requests to post content on a User’s behalf were in respect of information tied to a direct use within the app; and
	44.5. each additional Permission Request satisfied the core principles of “visibility” and “utility”, namely that each additional Permission Request sought had to be tied to a clearly defined and visible use within the app and was required to enhance ...

	45. In around April 2014, Facebook informed all Developers whose apps were using version 1.0 of Graph API that they would need to migrate to version 2, allowing those Developers whose apps were using version 1 of the Graph API a 12 month grace period ...
	46. During the Grace Period, Developers who made no application for extended Permission Requests under version 2 could continue to operate in version 1 of the Graph API until May 2015 and without undertaking the App Review Process.
	47. When version 3 of Graph API was introduced:
	47.1. the App Review Process was not required in respect of apps where Developers sought Permission Requests from Users of the following information:
	47.1.1. names,
	47.1.2. email address; and
	47.1.3. profile picture.

	47.2. the App Review Process was required in respect of apps where Developers sought Permission Requests from Users of Users’:
	47.2.1. gender;
	47.2.2. age range;
	47.2.3. profile page links;
	47.2.4. birthday;
	47.2.5. location; and
	47.2.6. hometown;

	47.3. the App Review Process, as well as a “Business Verification” procedure and a contract with Facebook were required in respect of apps where Developers sought Permission Requests from Users of Users’:
	47.3.1. Friend List;
	47.3.2. likes;
	47.3.3. photographs;
	47.3.4. tagged places;
	47.3.5. videos;
	47.3.6. Events;
	47.3.7. managed groups; and
	47.3.8. User posts;

	47.4. Developers were not able to make Permission Requests for Users’ religious or political views, relationship status and details, custom friend’s lists, education and work history, fitness activity, book reading activity, music listening activity, ...
	The “This is Your Digital Life” app

	48. In November 2013:
	48.1. Dr Aleksandr Kogan, a researcher employed by or affiliated with Cambridge University; and
	48.2. his company, Global Science Research (GSR) (a company incorporated in England and Wales);
	developed and launched an app, known as “thisisyourdigitallife” on the Facebook Platform and version 1.0 of the Graph API (the “This Is Your Digital Life” app).

	49. The “This is Your Digital Life” app:
	49.1. identified itself as a personality study for research purposes; and
	49.2. comprised an individuality quiz which (when completed by Users) would generate a personality profile for those Users upon their provision to the app of certain of the User’s personal information that they had provided to the Facebook Website thr...

	50. From its launch in November 2013 to the conclusion of the Grace Period in May 2015, Users could only access the “This is Your Digital Life” app using the Facebook Login process as described in paragraphs 36 to 39 above such that:
	50.1. if a User authenticated their Facebook credentials through the app as pleaded in paragraph 37 above, a page or screen would appear containing a Permission Request requesting permission from the User for the app to access (through the Facebook Pl...
	50.1.1. certain of the User’s personal information that they had provided to the Facebook Website through their Account, including the User’s name, gender, birthday, “current city”, pages the User “liked”, list of the User’s Friends, (for a subset of ...
	50.1.2. certain of the User’s Friends’ information, including the User’s Friends’ names, genders, birthdates, current cities and “likes”, irrespective of whether or not the User’s Friends had installed the “This is Your Digital Life” app.

	50.2. If a User authorised a Permission Request as pleaded in paragraph 50.1 above:
	50.2.1. the server for the Facebook Website provided the “This is Your Digital Life” app with an authorisation code or access token, there being a unique code for each User who authorised a Permission Request;
	50.2.2. Dr Kogan and/or GSR could then enter the authorisation code or access token into the Graph API;
	50.2.3. upon doing so, Dr Kogan and/or GSR were able to make calls upon the information contained within a User's Account to which the access token was linked;
	50.2.4. where a call was successful, the Facebook Website would disclose the information to Dr Kogan and/or GSR; and
	50.2.5. where a User edited the information within their Account that had previously been accessed by Dr Kogan and/or GSR, the Facebook Website would send a notification to Dr Kogan and/or GSR of the modification and, whereupon Dr Kogan and/or GSR cou...


	51. From its launch in November 2013 to 17 December 2015, the “This is Your Digital Life” app was available on the Facebook Platform:
	51.1. approximately [insert number] of Users installed the app worldwide, including 53 located in Australia; and
	51.2. approximately [insert number] of Users worldwide had their personal information accessed by the app, including approximately 311,127 located in Australia.

	52. Dr Kogan and/or GSR (as the Developer of the “This is Your Digital Life” app) was required to comply with Facebook’s policies and procedures including those identified in paragraph 40 above.
	53. Sometime during 2014:
	53.1. Dr Kogan and/or GSR entered into an agreement with a company known as Cambridge Analytica Ltd (Cambridge Analytica), a political consulting firm based ion  London, England;
	53.2. The subject-matter of the agreement was the sale to Cambridge Analytica by Dr Kogan and/ or GSR of the information collected  by the “This is Your Digital Life” app pursuant to the process described in paragraph 50 above,
	(the Cambridge Analytica Agreement).

	54. From the time the Cambridge Analytica Agreement was entered into until around [insert date], pursuant to the Cambridge Analytica Agreement Kogan and/or GSR provided Cambridge Analytica with the personal information of Users’ of the “This is Your D...
	55. The provision by Dr Kogan and/or GSR to Cambridge Analytica of the information pleaded in paragraph 52 above was in breach of Facebook’s policies and procedures pursuant to which Dr Kogan and/or GSR were bound as pleaded in paragraph 50 above, inc...
	56. In May 2014, Dr Kogan and/or GSR sought the approval of Facebook, through the App Review Process, for the “This is Your Digital Life” app to:
	56.1. continue collecting information in the manner pleaded in paragraph 50 above; and
	56.2. collect additional User information beyond that which the Facebook Platform and version 1 of the Graph API already allowed the app to receive.

	57. On [insert date] 2014, Facebook rejected Dr Kogan’s and/or GSR’s application referred to in paragraph 56 above on the basis that the “This is Your Digital Life” app would not be using the information gained through extended permissions to enhance ...
	58. Despite Facebook’s rejection of the application as pleaded in paragraph 57 above, the “This is Your Digital Life” app continued to collect Users’ and Users’ Friends’ information through accessing version 1 of the Graph API as pleaded in paragraph ...
	59. By no later than 11 December 2015, Facebook became aware that Dr Kogan and/or GSR had sold Users’ personal information to Cambridge Analytica.
	60. On 17 December 2015, Facebook terminated the “This is Your Digital Life” app’s access to the Facebook Platform and the Graph API.
	61. On 18 December 2015, Facebook requested that Dr Kogan, GSR and Cambridge Analytica:
	61.1. delete all the Users’ personal information they had received through the Facebook Platform and the Graph API; and
	61.2. identify any transferees of Users’ personal information they had obtained from the Facebook Platform and the Graph API.

	62. Following the making of the requests referred to in paragraphs 60 and 61 above:
	62.1. on 18 January 2016, Cambridge Analytica provided written confirmation to Facebook that it had deleted the Users’ personal information it had received from Dr Kogan and/or GSR  and that its serverd  did not have any backup copies of that informat...
	62.2. on 11 June 2016, Dr Kogan (in his personal capacity and on behalf of GSR) provided to Facebook signed certifications confirming that:
	62.2.1. the Users’ personal information he and GSR had obtained from the “This is Your Digital Life” app had been deleted;
	62.2.2. GSR had disclosed to Cambridge Analytica’s parent company, SCL Group Limited (SCL):
	62.2.2.1. forecasted survey responses (derived from Facebook page “likes”);
	62.2.2.2. certain Users’ profile data including names, locations, birthdays and whether Users’ had liked any of a list of specific pages on the Facebook Website;

	62.2.3. GSR had received payments totally £750,000 from a single entity pursuant to the Cambridge Analytica Agreement and that those funds were used to operate GSR;
	62.2.4. the individuals and entities to whom GSR disclosed Users’ Data obtained from the “This is Your Digital Life” app were SCL, Eunoia Technologies Ltd and Dr Michael Inzlicht, a researcher at the Toronto Laboratory for Social Neuroscience at the U...


	63. On 24 June 2016, a formal settlement agreement between Dr Kogan and GSR and Facebook became effective, such settlement agreement describing the collection, use, sharing and disclosure of Users’ personal information obtained through the “This is Yo...
	64. On 7 July 2016, Facebook obtained a signed certification from Dr Inzlicht confirming that all the Users’ personal information (or data derived therefrom) received from Dr Kogan and/or GSR had been accounted for and destroyed.
	65. On 16 August 2016, Facebook obtained a signed certification from Euonia Technologies Ltd certifying that all the Users’ personal information (or data derived therefrom) received from Dr Kogan and/or GSR had been accounted for and destroyed.
	66. On 3 April 2017, SCL confirmed in a signed certification that all the Users’ personal information (or data received therefrom) received from Dr Kogan and/or GSR had been accounted for and permanently deleted and that no third parties had been give...
	67. Despite the matters referred to in paragraphs 62 to 66 above, Facebook did not take any independent steps to ensure that the Users’ personal information it had asked Dr Kogan, GSR, Cambridge Analytica, SCL Dr Inzlicht and Eunoia Technologies to de...
	68. In April 2018, Facebook publicly disclosed to Users that their personal information may have been obtained by Dr Kogan and GSR and sold to Cambridge Analytica.
	Whitelisting Agreements [Needs to be pleaded more specifically once response to request for information is received]

	69. During the period [insert] to [insert], Facebook entered into agreements with certain app Developer “partners” known as “Whitelisting Agreements”.
	Particulars
	i. As at November 2013, Facebook had Whitelisting Agreements with the Developers of approximately 5200 apps.

	70. It was a term of the Whitelisting Agreements that Facebook could, in its sole discretion, make specific “Private Extended APIs” available to the Developer for use in connection with the Developer’s app(s) where “Private Extended APIs” meant a set ...
	Particulars
	i. This term was contained in the Private Extended API Addendum agreement, which comprised a standard-form agreement that Facebook entered into with its Developer “partners”.

	71. The effect of a Whitelisting Agreement was that Facebook would allow those Developer “partners” party to such agreements, through their apps, to access the Facebook Platform and the Graph API to receive Users’ and their Friends’ personal information:
	71.1. beyond that which their apps were permitted to receive by accessing the Facebook Platform and the Graph API; and
	71.2. without the completion of the App Review Process. [Confirm]

	72. [Did Facebook made money through these Whitelisting Agreements i.e. did the partners pay Facebook to have access to the Private Extended API?]
	73. Neither the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities or Terms of Service (whichever was applicable), nor the Facebook Data Policy disclosed existence or the nature of the Whitelisting Agreements. [Confirm]
	74. [Plead how, if at all, Users could alter their privacy settings to prevent whitelisted Developer partners from accessing their personal information and their Friends’ personal information]
	Integrated Partnership Agreements [Needs to be pleaded more specifically once response to request for information is received – not sure we can make a general allegation about these – may have to pick one example e.g. Blackberry’s “The Hub”]

	75. During the period [insert] to [insert], Facebook entered into agreement with certain corporate Developer “partners” known as “Integrated Partnership Agreements”.
	Particulars
	i. During the Relevant Period, Facebook entered into approximately 52 Partnership Agreements.

	76. [Plead how Integrated Partnership Agreements allowed Developer “partners” to retrieve Users’ and their Friends’ personal information]
	77. [Did Facebook made money through these Integrated Partnership Agreements i.e. did the partners pay Facebook to retriever Users’ and their Friends’ personal information?]
	78. Neither the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities or Terms of Service (whichever was applicable), nor the Facebook Data Policy disclosed existence or the nature of the Integrated Partnership Agreements. [Confirm]
	79. [Plead how, if at all, Users could alter their privacy settings to prevent partners with Integrated Partnership Agreements from accessing their personal information and their Friends’ personal information]
	Instant Personalisation

	80. During the period [insert] to [insert], Facebook had arrangements with certain “partner” websites, of which there were approximately [insert] during the Relevant Period, pursuant to which Facebook disclosed certain of Users’ personal information i...
	80.1. a User, who was logged into the Facebook Website either on their computer or mobile device, would visit a “partner” website;
	80.2. upon so visiting the “partner” website, Facebook would disclose certain of the User’s personal information to the website, including their hometown, location and preferences,
	(Instant Personalisation). [Did this also involve the use of the Facebook Platform and the Graph API?]

	81. [Did Facebook made money through these “partner” arrangements i.e. did the partners pay Facebook to have this feature on their websites?]
	82. The disclosure by Facebook of a User’s personal information through the Instant Personalisation feature explained at paragraph 80 above occurred:
	82.1. automatically if the User was also logged into the Facebook Website at the time the User accessed the “partner” website;
	82.2. without the User installing an app associated with the partner website, such that all that was necessary was the User visited the website; and
	82.3. without the User enabling the feature on either the partner website or the Facebook Website.

	83. Neither the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities or Terms of Service (whichever was applicable), nor the Facebook Data Policy disclosed existence or the nature of the Instant Personalisation feature. [Confirm]
	84. During the period [insert] to [insert], a User could only disable the Instant Personalisation feature by:
	84.1. accessing their Settings on the Facebook Website;
	84.2. clicking on the “apps” icon on the left to bring up the app settings screen;
	84.3. under the hearing “apps, Websites and Plugins”, clicking on “Edit”; and
	84.4. clicking on “Disable” to disable the feature. [Confirm]
	Facebook Inc’s and Facebook Ireland’s repeated interferences with privacy
	APP 3

	85. At all times during the Relevant Period, Australian Privacy Policy (APP) 3.5 required that Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (as APP entities) collect personal information only by lawful and fair means.
	86. During the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent it provided the Facebook Website and associated mobile device applications to Users located in Australia as pleaded in paragraph 5.3 above) collected the personal informa...
	86.1. restricting Users understanding of Facebook’s collection of Users’ personal information upon registration for an Account by:
	86.1.1. in the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, allowing an individual to register for an Account, and accept the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, without displaying the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities on the registration page ...
	86.1.2. in the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, allowing an individual to register for an Account, and agree that they had read the Facebook Data Policy, without displaying the Facebook Data Policy on the registration page as pleaded in paragrap...
	86.1.3. in the period 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018, allowing an individual to register for an Account, and accept the Terms of Service, without displaying the Terms of Service  on the registration page as pleaded in paragraph 19 above;
	86.1.4. in the period 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018, allowing an individual to register for an Account, and agree that they had read the Facebook Data Policy, without displaying the Facebook Data Policy on the registration page and without requirin...

	86.2. restricting Users’ control of their privacy settings and the restrictions Users could place on the disclosure of their personal information by:
	86.2.1. not permitting a User to modify their Account's privacy settings as part of the Privacy Tour as pleaded in paragraph 26 above;
	86.2.2. failing to allow Users to access their "privacy settings and tools" page as part of the registration process, but only once a User had registered an Account as pleaded in paragraph 27 above;
	86.2.3. not permitting Users to modify their privacy settings for the User's profile information via the "privacy settings and tools" page referred to in paragraph 28 above, but rather requiring Users to undertake the steps pleaded in paragraph 29 abo...
	86.2.4. not permitting Users to modify their privacy settings for the User's "Friend List" via the "privacy settings and tools" page referred to in paragraph 28  above but rather undertake the steps pleaded in paragraph 30 above if they wished to modi...
	86.2.5. not permitting Users to modify their privacy settings in respect of information shared with third-party apps through the "privacy settings and tools" page referred to in paragraph 26 above but rather undertake the steps pleaded in paragraph 31...

	86.3. with respect to the Whitelisting Agreements entered into by Facebook:
	86.3.1. collecting Users’ personal information and disclosing it to “partners” with Whitelisting Agreements in the manner described in paragraphs 70 and 71 above without disclosing the existence or nature of the Whitelisting Agreements in the Statemen...
	86.3.2. not permitting a User to restrict the disclosure of their information to “partners’ with Whitelisting Agreements as pleaded in paragraph 74 above.

	86.4. with respect to the Integrated Partnership Agreements entered into by Facebook:
	86.4.1. collecting Users’ personal information and disclosing it to “partners” with Integrated Partnership Agreements in the manner described in paragraph 76 above without disclosing the existence or nature of the Integrated Partnership Agreements in ...
	86.4.2. not permitting a User to restrict the disclosure of their information to “partners’ with Integrated Partnership Agreements as pleaded in paragraph 79 above. [Confirm]

	86.5. with respect to the Instant Personalisation feature:
	86.5.1. collecting Users’ personal information and disclosing it to partner websites in the manner described in paragraph 80 above without disclosing the existence or nature of the Instant Personalisation feature in the Statement of Rights and Respons...
	86.5.2. automatically enabling the Instant Personalisation feature upon a User registering for of an Account, and which could only be disabled by  the User undertaking the steps referred to in paragraph 84 above.


	87. By reason of the acts or practices of Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland pleaded in paragraph 86 above, during the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable):
	87.1. breached clause 3.5 of APP 3 in relation to personal information about its Users located in Australia; and
	87.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	88. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 86 and 87 above and:
	88.1. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period;
	88.2. the number of apps that accessed the Facebook Platform during the Relevant Period as pleaded in paragraph 35 above; and
	88.3. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who used the Facebook Login process to access approximately [insert number] of apps during the Relevant Period,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	89. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 88 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	APP 5

	90. At all times during the Relevant Period, clause 5.1 of APP 5 prescribed that at or before the time or, if that is not practicable, as soon as practicable after, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (as APP entities) collected personal information abo...
	90.1. to notify the individual of such matters referred to in clause 5.2; or
	90.2. to otherwise ensure that the individual was aware of any such matters,
	where the matters referred to in clause 5.2 relevantly included:
	90.3. if:
	90.3.1. the APP entity collected the personal information from someone other than the individual; or
	90.3.2. the individual may not have been aware that the APP entity collected the personal information,
	the fact that the entity so collected the information and the circumstances of that collection;

	90.4. the purposes for which the APP entity collected the personal information; and
	90.5. any other APP entity, body or person, or the types of any other APP entities, bodies or persons, to which the APP entity usually disclosed personal information of the kind collected by the entity.

	91. During the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland collected personal information about its Users located in Australia when those Users completed the registration process  for their Accounts as pleaded in paragraph 7 above.
	92. In the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 79 above, at the time Users located in Australia completed the registration process, they may not have been aware that Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland collected the Users’ personal information in the man...
	93. The steps which were reasonable in the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 92 above were for Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland to:
	93.1. set out clearly and succinctly on the registration page of Facebook Website the circumstances in which the Facebook would collect Users’ personal information; and/or
	93.2. require those individuals registering for Accounts to review or read the terms of the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities or Terms of Service, and Data Policy prior to completing the registration process.

	94. During the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland failed to take the reasonable steps referred to in paragraph 93 above in that:
	94.1. the Facebook Website did not require those registering for Accounts to review or read the terms of the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities or Terms of Service, and Data Policy prior to completing the registration process and rather:
	94.1.1. in the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, an individual was able to register for an Account, and accept the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, without being shown them on the registration page as pleaded in paragraph 13 above;
	94.1.2. in the period 12 March 2014 to 18 April 2018, an individual was able to register for an Account, and agree that they had read the Facebook Data Policy, without being shown them on the registration page as pleaded in paragraph 16 above;
	94.1.3. in the period 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018, an individual was able to register for an Account, and accept the Terms of Service, without being shown them on the registration page as pleaded in paragraph 19 above;
	94.1.4. in the period 19 April 2018 to 5 November 2018, an individual was able to register for an Account, and agree that they had read the Facebook Data Policy, without the terms of the policy being shown on the registration page as pleaded in paragr...

	94.2. the various versions of the Data Policy were of the lengths set out in the particulars to paragraph 15.4 above and accordingly did not set out clearly and succinctly for those Users located in Australia and registering for Accounts the circumsta...

	95. By reason of the acts or practices of Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland pleaded in paragraph 94 above, during the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable):
	95.1. breached clause 5.1 of APP 5 in relation to personal information about its Users located in Australia; and
	95.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	96. By reason of:
	96.1. the matters pleaded in paragraph 94 above and
	96.2. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	97. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 96 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	APP 6

	98. At all times during the Relevant Period, clause 6.1 of APP 6 prescribed that if Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland (as APP entities) held personal information about an individual that was collected for a particular purpose (the primary purpose),...
	Disclosure of Users’ Friends’ personal information through the Facebook Platform
	99. During the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland held personal information about Users and their Friends located in Australia for the primary purpose allowing Users of the Facebook Website to build a social network with other Users an...
	100. During the Relevant Period, through the operation of the Facebook Platform and the Graph API as pleaded at paragraphs 32 to 39 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland disclosed certain of the personal information referred to in paragraph 99 abov...
	100.1. names;
	100.2. genders;
	100.3. birthdates;
	100.4. current cities; and
	100.5. pages “liked”,
	irrespective of whether or not those Friends had installed the apps to which this information was disclosed.


	101. Where the apps Users’ Friends had not installed the apps to which their information was disclosed, those Friends did not consent to the disclosure of the information whether through the apps or through the Facebook Website .
	102. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland, in disclosing that information to third-party apps through the operation of the Facebook Platform and the Graph API as pleaded at paragraphs 32 to 39 above:
	102.1. breached clause 6.1 of APP 6;
	102.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	103. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 102 above and:
	103.1. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period;
	103.2. the number of apps that accessed the Facebook Platform during the Relevant Period as pleaded in paragraph 35 above; and
	103.3. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who used the Facebook Login process to access approximately [insert number] of apps during the Relevant Period,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	104. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 103 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	Disclosure of Users’ information through Whitelisted Agreements
	105. As pleaded in paragraph 99 above, during the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland held personal information about Users and their Friends located in Australia for the primary purpose allowing Users of the Facebook Website to build a...
	106. During the period [date] to [date], Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland disclosed the personal information of Users located in Australia to those “partner” Developers which had entered into Whitelisting Agreements with Facebook Inc for the secon...
	106.1. enhancing or "personalising" the Users' browsing experience within those third-party websites; and
	106.2. earning revenue from those “partners” who entered into Whitelisting Agreements with Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland.

	Particulars
	i. Paragraph 72 is repeated. [To the extent Facebook made money from Whitelisting Agreements]
	107. Where the personal information of Users located in Australia was disclosed to the apps of those “partners” which had entered into Whitelisting Agreements with Facebook Inc as pleaded in paragraph 112 above, those Users did not consent to the disc...
	Particulars
	i. Paragraphs 73 and 74 are repeated.
	108. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland, in disclosing that information to “partners” which had entered into Whitelisting Agreements with Facebook Inc:
	108.1. breached clause 6.1 of APP 6;
	108.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	109. By reason the matters pleaded in paragraph 114 above and:
	109.1. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period;
	109.2. the number of apps which were developed or owned by “partners” which entered into Whitelisting Agreements with Facebook Inc, being around 5200 in November 2013 (as particularised in paragraph 69 above),
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	110. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 115 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	Disclosure of Users’ information through Integrated Partnership Agreements
	111. As pleaded in paragraph 99 above, during the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland held personal information about Users and their Friends located in Australia for the primary purpose of allowing Users of the Facebook Website to buil...
	112. During the period [date] to [date], Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland disclosed the personal information of Users located in Australia to those “partner” Developers which had entered into Integrated Partnership Agreements with Facebook Inc for...
	112.1. enhancing or "personalising" the Users' browsing experience within those third-party websites; and
	112.2. earning revenue from those “partners” who entered into Integrated Partnership Agreements with Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland.

	Particulars
	i. Paragraph 77 is repeated.  [To the extent Facebook made money pursuant to Integrated Partner Agreements]
	113. Where the personal information of Users located in Australia was disclosed to the apps of those “partners” which had entered into Integrated Partnership Agreements with Facebook Inc as pleaded in paragraph 112 above, those Users did not consent t...
	Particulars
	i. Paragraphs 78 and 79 are repeated.
	114. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland, in disclosing that information to “partners” which had entered into Integrated Partnership Agreements with Facebook Inc:
	114.1. breached clause 6.1 of APP 6;
	114.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	115. By reason the matters pleaded in paragraph 114 above and:
	115.1. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period;
	115.2. the number of apps which were developed or owned by “partners” which entered into Integrated Partnership Agreements with Facebook Inc, being [insert number of apps],
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	116. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 115 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	Disclosure of Users’ information through the Instant Personalisation feature
	117. As pleaded in paragraph 99 above, during the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland held personal information about Users and their Friends located in Australia for the primary purpose allowing Users of the Facebook Website to build a...
	118. During the Relevant Period, through the Instant Personalisation feature pleaded at paragraph 80 above, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland disclosed the personal information of Users located in Australia to certain "partner" websites for the sec...
	118.1. enhancing or "personalising" the Users' browsing experience within those third-party websites; and
	118.2. earning revenue from those “partner” websites.

	Particulars
	i. Paragraph 81 is repeated. [To the Facebook made money through these “partner” arrangements?]
	119. Where Users’ personal information was disclosed to “partner” websites through the Instant Personalisation feature as pleaded in paragraph 118 above, those Users did not consent to the disclosure of the information whether through the “partner” we...
	Particulars
	ii. Paragraphs 81 and 83 are repeated.
	120. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland, in disclosing that information to “partner” websites:
	120.1. breached clause 6.1 of APP 6;
	120.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	121. By reason the matters pleaded in paragraph 102 above and:
	121.1. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period;
	121.2. the number of apps that accessed the Facebook Platform during the Relevant Period as pleaded in paragraph 35 above; and
	121.3. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who used the Facebook Login process to access approximately [insert number] of apps during the Relevant Period,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	122. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 121 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	APP 11
	123. At all times during the Relevant Period, clause 11.1 of the APP11 provided that if Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland held personal information, those entities were required to take such steps as were reasonable in the circumstances to protect ...
	124. During the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland, as the holders of the personal information of Users located in Australia, and to the extent Developers sought to access through their apps using? the Facebook Platform and the Graph A...
	124.1. the access to that information would clearly improve the Users' experience of the app;
	124.2. the personal information retrieved by the Developer from any access to the Facebook Platform and the Graph API was tied to a direct use within the app;
	124.3. a User's personal information could only be retrieved by the Developer to the extent the individual User had expressly consented to that retrieval; and
	124.4. a User's own information could only be retrieved by the Developer, and that did not extend to the personal information of the User's Friends,

	(the Reasonable Steps) to protect that information from misuse, interference and loss, and from unauthorised access, modification or disclosure.
	125. During the time when third party apps could access the Facebook Platform and version 1 of the Graph API (including throughout the Grace Period), and by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 42 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland failed ...
	126. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland:
	126.1. breached clause 11.1 of APP 11;
	126.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	127. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 126 above and:
	127.1. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who registered for or held Accounts during the Relevant Period;
	127.2. the number of apps that accessed the Facebook Platform during the Relevant Period as pleaded in paragraph 35 above; and
	127.3. there being approximately [insert number] of Users located in Australia who used the Facebook Login process to access approximately [insert number] of apps during the Relevant Period,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	128. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 127 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	Facebook Inc’s and Facebook Ireland’s repeated interferences with privacy IN RESPECT OF THE “THIS IS YOUR DIGITAL LIFE” APP [For discussion whether to separately allege contraventions]

	129. Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent it provided the Facebook Website and associated mobile device application to Users located in Australia as pleaded in paragraph 5.3 above), collected the personal information of Users of the “This ...
	129.1. not allowing Users who used Facebook Login to access the “This Is Your Digital Life” App to select which of their personal information they provided to the Facebook Website through their Account could be accessed by the app as pleaded in paragr...
	129.2. only giving Users the choice of disclosure of all or none of their personal information the subject of Permission Request, such that if Users did not agree to the disclosure of all of their personal information the subject of the Permission Req...

	130. By reason of the acts or practices of Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland pleaded in paragraph 129 above, during the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable):
	130.1. breached clause 3.5 of APP 3 in relation to personal information about its Users located in Australia; and
	130.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	131. By reason the matters pleaded in paragraph 130  above and:
	131.1. there being approximately 53 Users located in Australia who installed the “This is Your Life” app as pleaded in paragraph 51.1 above;
	131.2. there being approximately 311,127 Users located in Australia who had their personal information accessed by the “This is Your Digital Life” app, as pleaded in paragraph 51.2 above,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	132. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 131 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	APP 6
	133. During the Relevant Period, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland held personal information about Users and their Friends located in Australia for the primary purpose of allowing Users of the Facebook Website to build a social network with other User...
	134. During the Relevant Period, through the operation of the Facebook Platform and the Graph API as pleaded at paragraphs 32 to 39 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland disclosed certain of the personal information referred to in paragraph 99 abov...
	135. Where the “This is Your Digital Life” app’s Users’ Friends had not installed the “This is Your Digital Life” app, those Friends did not consent to the disclosure of the information whether through the “This is Your Digital Life” app or through th...
	136. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland, in disclosing that information to the “This is Your Digital Life” app through the operation of the Facebook Platform and the Graph API as pleaded at paragraphs 32 to 39 above:
	136.1. breached clause 6.1 of APP 6;
	136.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	137. By reason the matters pleaded in paragraph 136 above and:
	137.1. there being approximately 53 Users located in Australia who installed the “This is Your Life” app as pleaded in paragraph 51.1 above;
	137.2. there being approximately 311,127 Users located in Australia who had their personal information accessed by the “This is Your Digital Life” app, as pleaded in paragraph 51.2 above,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	138. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 131 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	APP 11
	139. With respect to the “This is Your Digital Life” app, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland:
	139.1. throughout the period in which the app could access the Facebook Platform and version 1 of the Graph API (including throughout the Grace Period), and by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 42 above, failed to take the Reasonable Steps; and
	139.2.  in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 56 to 58 above, failed to take the reasonable step of restricting or preventing the “This is Your Digital Life” App from collecting Users’ personal information in the manner pleaded in paragraph 50 ab...
	139.3. in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 59 to 68 above, failed to take the reasonable step of undertaking any steps to independently verify that all of Users’ personal information which had been disclosed to the app had been accounted for an...

	140. In the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 139 above, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland failed to take reasonable steps to protect the personal information of Users’ located in Australia and which had been disclosed to the “This is Your Digital...
	141. In the premises, Facebook Inc and/or Facebook Ireland:
	141.1. breached clause 11.1 of APP 11;
	141.2. accordingly engaged in interferences with the privacy of the individual Users for the purposes of s 13 of the Privacy Act.

	142. By reason the matters pleaded in paragraph 141 above and:
	142.1. there being approximately 53 Users located in Australia who installed the “This is Your Life” app as pleaded in paragraph 51.1 above;
	142.2. there being approximately 311,127 Users located in Australia who had their personal information accessed by the “This is Your Digital Life” app, as pleaded in paragraph 51.2 above,
	Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland (to the extent applicable) repeatedly engaged in acts or practices that comprised interferences with the privacy of one or more individuals.

	143. By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 142 above, Facebook Inc and Facebook Ireland have contravened s 13G of the Privacy Act.
	RELIEF SOUGHT
	144. The Commissioner claims the relief set out in the Originating Application.
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